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125. Choose synoym for ‘kindness’ except
1. pity 2. grace 3. charity 4. malice

126. Correct, just, fair, true, actual, settle, and fixed are synonyms of
1. right 2. rite 3. wright 4. write

127. prosy, dry, dull, wearisome and tedious are synonyms of
1. emote 2. boring 3. quite 4. unite

128. Starve, Famish and hunger are synonyms of
1. past 2. passed 3. fast 4. fasting

129. Pointed, Bright, Intelligent, Keen, Brilliant, Alert etc.. are syn-
onyms of

1. suitable 2. artful 3. knife 4. sharp
130. Bruise, brust, crush, damage, demolish and destroy are ant-

onyms of
1. Bind 2. Unit 3. Joint 4. Unity

131. Charm, Attract, Entice, Allure, Capture and tempt are ant-
onyms of

1. fascinate 2. repel 3. pleasant 4. all
132. Compulsory, essential, mandatory and obligatory are antonyms of

1. reuquisite 2. binding 3. voluntary 4. none
133. Remember, recollect, recall, retrace and review are antonyms

1. memory 2. out of mind 3. pardon 4. forget
134. Refuse, reject and deny are antonyms of

1. offer 2. demur 3. onhire 4. revoke
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135-144. Choose the voice.
135. Ali has been arrested

1. The police has arrested Ali 2. The police have arrested Ali
3. The police arrested Ali 4. None

136. Choose the correct passive voice
1. I was shocked at your attitude
2. We were worried by her silence
3. Are you frightened of spiders     4. All

137. Your mother caused all the trouble
1. All the trouble was caused by your mother
2. All the trouble is caused by your mother
3. All the trouble was caused at your mother 4. 1 & 3

138. She resembles her father.
1. Her father was resembled by her
2. Her father is resembled with her
3. Her father is resembled by her     4.  No passive form

139. They made him tell them everything
1. He was made tell everything by them
2. He was made to tell them everything
3. They were made tell everything by him  4. No passive form

140. They powred water on us.
1. Water was poured on us 2. We were poured water on by them
3. Water were poured on us by them    4. No passive

141. We agreed to open a new branch
1. It was agreed to open a new branch
2. It was agreed to be opened a new branch by us
3. It agreed to be opened a new branch by us   4. 1 & 3

142. The storm blew my roof off.
1. My roof was blown off by the strom
2. My roof was blown off in the storm
3. My roof was blown in the storm off      4. All

143. People thronged the streets
1. The streets were thronged with people
2. The streets were througed off people
3. The streets were thronged by people   4. no passive form

144. I know her
1. He was knowby him 2. She was known with me
3. She is known for me 4. She is known to me

145-152. Choose the most appropriate one word substitutes for
the following.

145. A person who know many languages
1. Linquist 2. Grammarian   3. Poly glot     4. Bilingual

146. One who spends too much
1. Tetotaler 2. Spend thrift 3. Theist     4. Ambiguous

147. A person who believes in fate
1. Fatalist 2. Fatal 3. Theist 4. Snob

148. One who possesses many talents
1. Prodigy 2. Versatile 3. Gifted      4. Multi talented

149. A film that gives facts about something
1. Feature film 2. short film 3. documentary  4. all

150. A person who is responsible for a problem or a crime
1. prisoner 2. dictum 3. colossus 4. culprit

151. A practice of having one wife or husband
1. Monogamy 2. Theist 3. Honorary   4. Misogynist

152. One who hates women
1. Monogamy 2. Theist 3. Honorary   4. Misogynist

153. The function grammar gives importance to
1. a prescriptive way 2. a narrative way
3. a descrtiptive way 4. all

154. The teacher gives the students number of examples. Then He teaches
the rule of grammar. Which method does the teacher follow?

1. Deductive method 2. Indeductive method
3. Reading method 4. Task-based method

155. They go tgo kakinada and I do too.
      Here the word ‘do’ is a/an

1. content word 2. structural word
3. active vocabulary 4. passive vocabulary

156. .......... is the fastest way of learning English grammar possible
1. activity 2. giving practice through drills
3. memorizing rules 4. all

157. Flower / flour ; whole / hole; write / right etc ; are
1. synonyms 2. antonyms 3. homophones   4. homonyms

158. ........... is the essentianl part of the skill of writing.
1. reading 2. dictation 3. pronunciation  4. spelling

159. Choose the wrongly spelt word.
1. seeing 2. hoeing 3. dyeing 4. makeing
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ALL THE BEST



Q.No Ans Q.No Ans Q.No Ans Q.No Ans
1 2 46 4 91 2 136 4
2 3 47 2 92 2 137 1
3 2 48 3 93 2 138 4
4 3 49 2 94 4 139 2
5 2 50 3 95 2 140 1
6 4 51 2 96 2 141 1
7 2 52 2 97 2 142 2
8 2 53 2 98 3 143 1
9 3 54 2 99 2 144 4

10 2 55 3 100 4 145 3
11 1 56 4 101 1 146 2
12 2 57 3 102 1 147 1
13 1 58 4 103 2 148 2
14 4 59 3 104 3 149 3
15 2 60 3 105 2 150 4
16 2 61 4 106 1 151 1
17 4 62 3 107 2 152 4
18 2 63 3 108 3 153 3
19 4 64 4 109 1 154 2
20 4 65 3 110 3 155 1
21 3 66 1 111 2 156 2
22 1 67 4 112 1 157 3
23 1 68 4 113 3 158 4
24 3 69 1 114 1 159 4
25 2 70 3 115 2 160 2
26 1 71 1 116 3 161 2
27 2 72 1 117 2 162 2
28 2 73 4 118 3 163 3
29 1 74 3 119 2 164 4
30 3 75 4 120 4 165 3
31 1 76 3 121 2 166 1
32 1 77 2 122 1 167 2
33 2 78 2 123 1 168 4
34 3 79 1 124 2 169 1
35 3 80 2 125 4 170 3
36 2 81 3 126 1 171 2
37 4 82 1 127 2 172 2
38 1 83 3 128 3 173 1
39 4 84 3 129 4 174 2
40 1 85 4 130 1 175 3
41 3 86 2 131 2 176 1
42 4 87 2 132 3 177 4
43 3 88 1 133 4 178 2
44 4 89 2 134 1 179 3
45 4 90 1 135 2 180 2
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